Parliamentary Government in England
Any careful scrutiny of the materials upon which this
summary is based makes certain things clear* The King's
strong Conservative convictions are apparent throughout,
He is for a forward defence policy; he is strongly anti-
German; he does his best to prevent Lord Morley from
appointing an Indian member of the Secretary of State's
Council; he dislikes the Radical speeches of Mr. Lloyd
George. He interferes in all major appointments in the
Army and Navy. Though, formally, he takes no advice
save with the consent of ministers, he is careful through-
out the reign to be in constant, if informal, touch with
leaders of the Opposition, and expressions of their views
and probable course of action are communicated to him.
He constantly uses eminences grist^ like Lord Esher, to
bring individual pressure to bear upon Cabinet ministers
whose views are not in accord with his o^n. That the
Cabinet often yielded to his insistence is obvious. But
what emerges still more from the record is the degree
of what may be termed pre-natal control that is inherent
in his position. Ministers obviously refrain from putting
forward proposals that are likely to cause difficulty with
him. They feel keenly the burden of argument discussion
with him entails. They are conscious that what they must
put forward is less the view they think right, than the
view that will enable them to handle him most easily. He
is a great stickler for the minutiae of etiquette which
surrounds his position. There flows into him a constant
series of reports which are made the basis of discussion
with ministers. His lightest expression of opinion is
received and weighed with immense solemnity. One has
no impression of an easy give-and-take in the relations he
establishes; even the Court favourite, Lord Esher, deals
with him in an attitude like that of an eighteenth-century
sycophant who fears the withdrawal of the royal smile.
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